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ABSTRACT
We investigate the omputational power of several types of restarting automata - nondeterministi , deterministi ; monotoni ; normal - and ompare them to (deterministi ) ontext-free languages. The relation between restarting automata and Mar us
ontextual grammars is dis ussed and a lass of ontextual grammars whi h an be
hara terized by normal restarting automata is de ned.

1 Introdu tion
In [1℄ we studied forgetting automata, whi h an be viewed as spe ial linear bounded
automata with limited rewriting apability. In [2℄ we introdu ed the notion of restarting automata, whi h are spe ial forgetting automata with a lu id way of omputation.
This paper dire tly ontinues on [2℄.
Our motivation partly omes from the area of natural language analysis and resembles the motivation for Mar us ontextual grammars. Another part of motivation
omes from the area of grammar he king of natural as well as programming languages
( f. [2℄).
A restarting automaton (R-automaton) an be roughly des ribed as follows: it
has a nite ontrol unit, a head with a lookahead window atta hed to a tape, and
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it works in ertain y les. In a y le, it moves the head from left to right along the
input word on the tape; a ording to its instru tions, it an at some point \ ut o "
some symbols out of the lookahead and \restart" { i.e. reset the ontrol unit to the
initial state and pla e the head on the left end of the (shorter) word, and it starts
again. The omputation halts in an a epting or a reje ting state.
In fa t, to make the mentioned \ utting o " more natural, the restarting automaton uses a doubly linked list of items ( ells) rather than the ommon tape.
As usual, we de ne nondeterministi and deterministi versions of this type of
automata. In [2℄ we de ned the (natural) property of monotono ity of these automata (that means, that during any omputation the pla es of \ utting o " do not
in rease their distan es from the right end) and showed that deterministi monotoni R-automata ni ely hara terize the lass of deterministi ontext-free languages
(DCFL ) { monotoni deterministi R-automata re ognize exa tly DCFL . There
was also shown the de idability of the monotono ity property and the paper was
ompleted by showing a language outside DCFL whi h is re ognized by both a deterministi nonmonotoni R-automaton as well as a nondeterministi monotoni one.
Here we newly introdu e the notion of normality whi h puts a restri tion on the
\ utting o " before the \restart" { at most two substrings from lookahead an be
removed (not any subsequen e as in the general ase). Even normal deterministi
monotoni R-automata re ognize exa tly DCFL . Moreover normal R-automata provide a natural possibility to study relations between R-automata and Mar us grammars. We de ne a new type of ontextual grammars whi h orrespond to normal
restarting automata - regular pre x ontextual grammars with bounded in x.
We present several results on erning the omputational power of di erent types
of restarting automata obtained by monotoni ity, normality and determinism and
ompare them with the lass of ontext-free languages (CFL ).

2 De nitions and Results
We present the de nitions informally; the formal te hni al details ould be added in
a standard way of automata theory.
A restarting automaton, abbr. R-automaton, M with bounded lookahead is a
devi e with a nite state ontrol unit and one head moving on a nite linear doubly
linked list of items. The rst item is reserved for a spe ial symbol c| , the last one
for another spe ial symbol $, and ea h other item ontains a symbol from a nite
alphabet (not ontaining c| , $). The head has a lookahead \window" of xed length
k , for some k ≥ 0; that means { besides the urrent item, M also s ans the next k
right neighbour items (or simply the end of the word when the distan e to $ is less
than k). In the initial on guration on an input word w, the ontrol unit is in a xed,
initial, state and the head is atta hed to that item whi h ontains the left sentinel c|
(s anning also the rst k symbols of the input word) and the list ontains | w$.
The omputation of M is ontrolled by a nite set of instru tions of the following
two types:

1) (q, au) → (q ′ , MOVE-R)
2) (q, au) → RESTART(v )
The left-hand side of an instru tion determines when it is appli able { q means the
urrent state of the nite ontrol, a means the urrent symbol whi h is s anned by
the head, and u means the ontents of the lookahead window (u being a string of
length k or less if it ends with $). The right-hand side des ribes the a tivity to be
performed. In ase 1) { move-right instru tion { M hanges the urrent state to q ′
and moves the head to the right neighbour item. In ase 2) { restart instru tion { the
a tivity onsists of deleting some items of the just s anned part of the list ( ontaining
au) so that v is left (au is repla ed by v where v is a proper subsequen e of au) and
restarting { i.e. setting the initial state and pla ing the head on the rst item of the
list ( ontaining c| ).
We suppose that the states of the nite ontrol are divided into two lasses {
the nonhalting states (there is at least one instru tion whi h is appli able when the
unit is in su h a state) and the halting states (any omputation nishes by entering
su h a state); the halting states are further divided into the a epting states and the
reje ting states.
In general, an R-automaton is nondeterministi , i.e. there an be two or more
instru tions with the same left-hand side (q, au). If this is not the ase, the automaton
is deterministi .
An input word w is a epted by M if there is a omputation whi h starts in
the initial on guration on w (bounded by sentinels c| ,$) on the list and nishes in
an a epting on guration where the ontrol unit is in one of the a epting states.
L(M ) denotes the language onsisting of all words a epted by M ; we say that M
re ognizes the language L(M ).
Any omputation of an R-automaton onsists of ertain y les : in one y le, the
head moves right along the input list (with a bounded lookahead) until a halting state
is entered or something from the bounded spa e is deleted { in that ase the omputation is resumed in the initial on guration on a new { shorter { word (i.e., a new
y le starts). This immediately implies that any omputation of any R-automaton is
nite ( nishing in a halting state).
The next two laims (with obvious, and hen e omitted, proofs) express a ertain
lu idness of omputations of R-automata. The notation u −→M v means that there
exists a y le of M starting in the initial on guration on the word u and nishing
in the initial on guration on the word v ; the relation −→∗M is the re exive and
transitive losure of −→M .

Claim 2.1 (The error preserving property (for all R-automata))
Let M be an R-automaton, and u, v any pair of words over the input alphabet of M .
If u −→∗M v and u ∈/ L(M ), then v ∈/ L(M ).
Claim 2.2 (The orre tness preserving property (for det-R-automata))
Let M be a deterministi R-automaton and let holds u −→∗M v for some words u, v .
Then u ∈ L(M ) i v ∈ L(M ).

Considering a deterministi R-automaton M , w.l.o.g., we an suppose ( f. [2℄)
it being in the strong y li form; it means, that the words of length less than k, k
being the length of lookahead, are immediately (hen e in the rst y le) a epted or
reje ted, and that M performs at least two y les (at least one restarting) for any
longer word. For a nondeterministi R-automaton M , we an suppose the weak y li
form ( f. [2℄) { any word of L(M ) longer than k an only be a epted by performing
two y les at least.
By a monotoni R-automaton we mean a R-automaton where the following ondition holds for all omputations: all items whi h appeared in the lookahead window
(and were not deleted) during one y le will appear in the lookahead in the next y le
as well { if it does not nish in a halting state. (I.e., during any omputation, the
pla es of deleting do not in rease their distan es from the right endmarker $).
An R-automaton is said to be normal if for ea h of its instru tions of the form
(q, au) → RESTART(v ) there exist words x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 su h that au = x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
and v = x1 x3 x4 ; that is, at most two substrings of au are \ ut o " (some of xi an
be empty).
For brevity, we use the following obvious notation. R denotes the lass of all
(nondeterministi ) restarting automata (with some lookahead). Pre x det- denotes
the deterministi version, similarly mon- the monotoni version and norm- the normal
version. L(A), where A is some type of automata (or of grammars), denotes the lass
of languages re ognizable by automata (or generated by grammars) of type A.
E.g., the lass of languages re ognizable by deterministi monotoni R-automata
is denoted by L(det-mon-R).
Exa tly this type of automata allows a hara terization of DCFL . The following
theorem is proven in [2℄.

Theorem 2.1 DCFL = L(det-mon-R).
Indeed, the proof whi h we have given there shows even that DCFL

L(norm-det-mon-R).

=

The monotoni ity of restarting automata seems to be a very natural restri tion
and here we onsider the e e t of monotoni ity for nondeterministi R-automata.
Monotoni ity restri ts also the omputational power of nondeterministi R-automata.
Ad rst, languages whi h are re ognizable by monotoni R-automata are ontextfree (Theorem 4.1).
Ad se ond, R-automata (norm-R-automata, det-R-automata and norm-det-Rautomata, resp.) are more powerful than the monotoni ones (Theorem 4.2).
Ad third, not all ontext-free languages an be re ognized by R-automata (Corollary 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, resp.).
These and some further detailed relations are given in Se tion 4.

To illustrate the loseness between restart automata and ontextual grammars,
next we introdu e Mar us ontextual grammar from [4℄. A ontextual grammar (CG )
is a quadruple G = (V, B, C, f ), where V is a nite nonempty alphabet, B (basis set)
is a nite language over V , C (set of ontexts over V ) is a nite subset of V ∗ × V ∗ ,
and f is a mapping des ribed by f : V ∗ × V ∗ × V ∗ → 2C (sele tion mapping of G).
The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is the smallest subset L of V ∗ ,
whi h in ludes B and has the following property: if x is in L, x = x1 x2 x3 , and (u, v )
is in f (x1 , x2 , x3 ), then x1 ux2 vx3 is in L (we write x →G x1 ux2 vx3 ).
The ontext (u, v ) is added to x to obtain x1 ux2 vx3 if and only if it is sele ted
by the mapping f . The words x1 ,x2 ,x3 for whi h f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) is nonempty are alled
pre x sele tor, in x sele tor and suÆx sele tor, respe tively.
The re exive and transitive losure of the relation →G is denoted by →∗G .
Let G = (V, B, C, f ) be a ontextual grammar and k be a positive integer. If
f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = f (x′1 , x2 , x3′ ) for any x1 , x′1 , x2 , x3 , x3′ ∈ V ∗ whereby
f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = ∅ for any x2 with length |x2 | > k
then G is said to be an internal ontextual grammar with bounded hoi e (ICGBC ).
In words, the adjoing of a ontext depends only on a bounded string, namely that
embra ed by the ontext.
In the next se tion we de ne a spe ial lass of ontextual grammars - regular pre x
ontextual grammars with bounded in x (RPCGBI ). They are more powerful than
ICGBC , but less powerful than CG , and they generate exa tly L(norm-R).

3 R-automata and Mar us ontextual grammars
De nition 3.1 (Regular-Pre x Contextual Grammar with Bounded In x)
Let k be a positive integer. A ontextual grammar G = (V, B, C, f ) is said to be a
regular-pre x ontextual grammar with bounded in x (RPCGBI ) of degree k if the
mapping f has the following properties:
(1) for any words y, z the set {x|f (x, y, z ) 6= ∅} is a regular language,
(2) {y|f (x, y, z ) 6= ∅ for some x, z ∈ V ∗ } is a nite language,
(3) for any x, y, z1 , z2 ∈ V ∗ the following ondition holds:
if the pre xes of z1 and z2 of the length k are equal, then f (x, y, z1 ) = f (x, y, z2 )

Theorem 3.1 L(RPCGBI ) = L(norm-R).
Proof: a) Let G = (V, B, C, f ) be an arbitrary RPCGBI of degree k ≥ 1. We
des ribe a norm-R-automaton M whi h re ognizes the language L(G).
The size of the lookahead window of M is kM = max(k + kC , kB ), where kC is the
maximal length of a ontext together with its in x sele tor in G, i.e.
kC = max{|uyv|; (u, v ) ∈ f (x, y, z ) for some x, z ∈ V ∗ }

and kB is the maximal length of a word of the basis set B .

If there is an input word w of length not greater than kM then M either a epts
it immediately (if it is either ontained in the basis set B or it is a further but short
word in L(G)) or reje ts it immediately (if w ∈/ L(G)).
Let us assume that the length of the input word is greater than kM . Then M will
move along the input list to the right. The set of all pre x sele tors of grammar G is
the union of a nite number of di erent regular languages { ea h of them determined
by an in x sele tor from a nite language (a ording to (2)) and by a nite pre x
of length k of a suÆx sele tor (a ording to (3)). Thus, the automaton M is able to
re ognize whether the part of the input list, whi h has been already s anned, is in the
set of pre x sele tors of the grammar G or not. If a pre x sele tor x is su essfully
re ognized then the automaton M he ks its lookahead window. If in the window
there is a on atenation of a left ontext u, an in x sele tor y , a right ontext v and
a word z of the length at least k and (u, v ) ∈ f (x, y, z ) then the automaton M is
allowed to exe ute an operation RESTART(yz ) (a ording to (3) without any other
he king). It is obvious that, if the word on the list after a y le is in L(G) then also
the word at the beginning of that y le is in L(G). Thus every word a epted by M
is in L(G). On the other side, for every word w in L(G) there exists an a epting
omputation of M .
b) The opposite in lusion an be demonstrated in the following way. Let M be
a norm-R-automaton with lookahead k in the weak y li form. We will des ribe
a regular-pre x grammar with bounded in x G = (V, B, C, f ) of degree k whi h
generates the language L(M ). M is a normal R-automaton so it may \ ut o " at
most two substrings. This fa t enables us to express the behaviour of automaton M
in terms of a sele tion mapping:
We de ne (u, v ) ∈ f (x1 x2 , y, z ) for any u, v, x1 , x2 , y, z ∈ V ∗ i M exe utes a
restart instru tion RESTART(x2 yz1 ) after move-right instru tions reading x1 and
with the lookahead window ontaining x2 uyvz1 , where z1 is a pre x of z .
f ful ls all properties of a sele tion mapping:
(1) Be ause of the xed length of the lookahead, the length of x2 is bounded by
k . For any y, z ∈ V ∗ there is a nite number of words x2 su h that there
exists some x1 satisfying the de nition for f . For any y, z, x2 ∈ V ∗ the set
{x1 |f (x1 x2 , y, z ) 6= ∅} is regular (determined by the state in whi h M an
restart). Thus, for any y, z ∈ V ∗ the set {x|f (x, y, z ) 6= ∅} is a nite union of
regular languages ( on atenations of a regular language and a word), whi h is
again regular language.
(2) The length of y is bounded by k, thus there are only nitely many words y ∈ V ∗
for whi h f (x, y, z ) is nonempty for some x, z ∈ V ∗ .
(3) Sin e the length of the relevant pre x of z is also bounded by k, thus as well
(3) is satis ed.

The automaton M is in weak y li form, that means, the set of words a epted by
M without restart is nite and this will be the basis set B of grammar G. Finiteness
of the set of ontexts follows dire tly from the bounded lookahead of M , whi h limits
also the size of deleted parts by any RESTART operation.
2
Internal ontextual grammars with bounded hoi e are weaker then regular-pre x
ontextual grammar with bounded in x. We an show it by using norm-R-automata.

Theorem 3.2 L(ICGBC ) ⊂ L(norm-R).
Proof: a) From the de nitions of ICGBC and RPCGBI it follows that
L(ICGBC ) is ontained in L(RPCGBI ) and { be ause of Theorem 3.1 { therefore

in L(norm-R).
b) We use L = {c1 an b2n |n ≥ 1} ∪ {c2 a2n bn |n ≥ 1} as a witness language in
L(norm-R) whi h annot be generated by any ICGBC .
Clearly L is in DCFL , therefore it is in L(norm-R).
Let us suppose that L is generated by an ICGBC G. The sele tion mapping f of
G has the following property:
(*) there are y ,u,v su h that for every x,z the set f (x, y, z ) ontains (u, v ), where
y = ar bs , u = ai , v = b2i and r, s, i ≥ 1
Otherwise, G does not generate all words of the form c1 an b2n (for all n ≥ 1) or G
generates words out of L.
We onsider w1 = c2 a2(r+s )br+s . Obviously, w1 is in L, but therefore by (*) also
w2 = c2 a2(r+s)+i br+s+2i is in L { a ontradi tion.
2

4 Relations of R-automata to CFL
Monotoni ity is a natural restri tion not only for det-R-automata (Theorem 2.1) but
also for nondeterministi R-automata. It restri ts the omputational power of restart
automata. On the one hand side we have

Theorem 4.1 L(mon-R) ⊆ CFL .

2

On the other hand side the assumption of monotoni ity is substantial in both
theorems, Theorem 2.1 as well as Theorem 4.1. Even det-R-automata are able to
re ognize non ontext-free languages. The proof is similar to the proof of the fa t
that there is an ICGBC whi h generates a non ontext-free language ( f. [4℄).

Theorem 4.2 a) There is a norm-det-R-automaton re ognizing a non ontext-free
language.
b) R-automata are more powerful than mon-R-automata and
norm-R-automata are more powerful than norm-mon-Rautomata.

Proof: a) We des ribe a norm-det-R-automaton M whi h re ognizes a non

ontext-free language. In fa t, we show that the language L(M ) is not ontext-free
by showing that
k
L(M ) ∩ {(ab)n | n ≥ 1} = {(ab)2 | k ≥ 0}
(1)
Thus the language L(M ) annot be re ognized by a deterministi monotoni automaton (Theorem 2.1).
The automaton M works as follows:
1. reading cabab
|
or cabba
|
it moves to the right;
2. reading ababa or babab it moves to the right;
3. reading abab$ it deletes se ond a and restarts;
4. reading ababb it deletes the rst a and restarts;
5. reading abbab or bbabb or babba it moves to the right;
6. reading babb$ it deletes the se ond b and restarts;
7. reading bbab$ or bbaba it deletes the rst b and restarts;
8. reading cabb
|
$ it deletes the rst b and restarts;
| $ it a epts;
9. reading cab

10. in all other ases the automaton halts in a nona epting state.
To prove (1) let us onsider a word of the form (ab)n for some n ≥ 1. Then holds
(i)
or (ii)

when n is even,

(ab)n −→∗M (ab) 2

n

(ab)n −→∗M b(abb)

n−1

2

when n is odd.

In the ase (i) the automaton makes n2 y les (using points 1, 2{4), and gets the
n
n
word (abb) 2 , then after another n2 y les it gets the word (ab) 2 (using points 1, 5{8)
In the ase (ii) the automaton makes n−2 1 y les (using points 1, 2{4), and gets
n−1
the word b(abb) 2 , whi h will be reje ted in the next y le.
Thus let the input word be of the form (ab)n , where n = l2k for some integer
k ≥ 0 and some odd integer l ≥ 1.
• If n is a power of 2 (i.e. l = 1 and k ≥ 1), then a ording (i) (ab)n −→∗M
k−1
k−2
(ab)2 −→∗M (ab)2 −→∗M . . . −→∗M ab and a ording point 9 the input word

will be a epted.

• If n is not a power of 2 (i.e. l > 1), then a ording (i) (ab)n −→∗M (ab)l , l > 1
l−1
and odd. Further a ording (ii) (ab)l −→∗M b(abb) 2 and this word will be

reje ted by 10.

b) The norm-det-R-automaton M des ribed in a) a epts a non ontext-free language, L(mon-R) is a subset of L(R) and L(mon-R) is a subset of CFL (Theorem 4.1). From this follows that L(mon-R) is a proper subset of L(R) and also
L(norm-mon-R) is a proper subset of L(norm-R).
2
In the previous theorem we have shown that det-R-automata an a ept non
ontext-free languages, but they are stronger than det-mon-R-automata even inside
the lass CFL .

Theorem 4.3 There exists a ontext-free language re ognized by a norm-det-Rautomaton, whi h annot be re ognized by any mon-R-automaton.
2
The witness language onstru ted in the proof of Theorem 4.3 an be slightly
modi ed in order to proof the following

Corollary 4.1 There is a ontext-free language in
(L(det-R) ∩ L(mon-R)) − L(det-mon-R).

2

(Nondeterministi ) R-automata are stronger than deterministi R-automata
and (nondeterministi ) norm-R-automata are stronger than deterministi norm-Rautomata. This is shown in

Theorem 4.4 (L(norm-R) − L(det-R)) ∩ L(norm-mon-R) 6= ∅
(L(norm-R) − L(det-R)) ∩ (CFL − L(mon-R)) 6= ∅
(L(norm-R) − L(det-R)) ∩ o-CFL 6= ∅

2

As a simple onsequen e we have

Corollary 4.2 L(det-R) and L(norm-det-R) are in omparable with CFL .
2
But also the lass L(R) does not ontain the whole lass CFL . The language

L = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } annot be re ognized by any R-automaton. Suppose that
L is re ognized by some R-automaton M in a y li form. Consider an a epting
omputation on a suÆ iently long word ak bm bm ak . In the rst y le of the a epting
omputation, M an only shorten the segment of b′ s. We will get a word of the form
′
ak b2m ak , for some m′ < m, after the rst y le. But M an make the same rst
′
y le in the omputation on the word ak b2m ak ak b2m ak ∈/ L(M ) and get the word
′
′
ak b2m ak ak b2m ak whi h is in L(M ). This is a ontradi tion to the error preserving
property of R-automata (Claim 2.1).

On this way we get the following two orollaries.

Corollary 4.3 L(R) and L(norm-R) are in omparable with CFL .
Corollary 4.4 a) L(det-R) is in omparable with L(mon-R).
b) L(norm-det-R) is in omparable with L(norm-mon-R).

2
2

The sket hes of proofs of the Theorems 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4, resp., as well as the proofs
of the orollaries are given in [3℄ and the reader will nd they also in a full version of
the paper.
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Figure 1: Relations between lasses of restart automata and CFL.

5 Con lusions
We studied several versions of restarting automata and their relations to CFL and
DCFL on entrating on normal restarting automata. Normal restarting automata
re ognize a lass of languages whi h an be generated by ertain type of ontextual
grammars, and normal deterministi monotoni restarting automata re ognize exa tly
DCFL .
Relations between the lasses of languages a epted by various types of restarting
automata are depi ted in Figure 1. The symbol × denotes lasses whi h we have
proven to be nonempty. Note that we ompletely separated sub lasses of normal Rautomata with respe t to CFL , monotoni and deterministi versions of R-automata.
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